
Take One Action Facilitator Guidelines 
 
 
Introduction 
Take One Action prides itself on facilitating participation at cinema events in a way 
that energises, empowers and respects audiences. 
 
Over the years we’ve learned a huge amount about what works and a bit about what 
doesn’t (in standard cinema format terms). We’re asking audiences to engage 
differently to how they normally would in a cinema setting. Getting that invitation 
right requires practice. Before you reinvent things we’d strongly encourage you to use 
the following script to underpin your first facilitations. 
 
Tone 
Faciltators should be… confident & very upbeat, humorous wherever 
possible/appropriate, thankful for all contributions, 150% normal volume – concise, 
hopeful/optimistic. Big smiles (showing that you’re delighted to be here with the 
audience. Even if the film isn’t a happy one: stay upbeat until you introduce the film 
itself, then switch to hopeful). When introducing any participative aspect, emphasise 
that nothing is obliged, but you hope people will go with you. 
 
Script*  
*This script is designed from experience to facilitate maximum participation in the constraints of a cinema space. 
We encourage you to get to grips with it by reading it over a few times and preparing any event-specific aspects in 
advance. To aid you on the night, we’ve included an even shorter bullet version at the end of this document, 
to print and use as a hand-held visual prompt during your facilitation. 

 
 
BEFORE FILM 
 

• About TOA 
o A year-round festival 
o Scotland-wide, inc Take One Action Locals 
o amazing films 
o inspire and empower re. issues that connect us around the world  
o Plus an online community & resource 

• Also: a different cinema experience – we hope to make something collective 
happen here today – please indulge us! 

• Be transparent: “so we’re going to chat for 5 minutes before the film (instead 
of watching car adverts… IF no ads) and (e.g.) 15-20 minutes at the end. 

 
• If willing (“no obligation”): turn forward or back and share X with someone 

near you (e.g. why they've chosen this film) [1 minute]. If numbers are low and 
audience is spread out, you may want to skip this one-on-one step. 



• NEXT EITHER ask for show of hands (and/or quick responses) re. 1-2 prepared 
questions which take the pulse re. people’s relationship to the issue in the 
film… OR plan & introduce a simple 2-3 min icebreaker game which gets 
people thinking about the topic - nothing obliged or too uncomfortable or 
didactic. Ideas below. 
 

• A one sentence intro to film itself/why it presents opportunity for us in 
Scotland (general; non-partisan). If poss, celebrate a positive (ideally local) 
story/campaigner, to show that “change is possible”. 

• Warm/enticing invitation to stay afterwards... "Esp if the film prompts you to 
ask: how can I make a difference here in Scotland?... To share what we 
appreciated, or have questions or ideas about" (NB any key guests). We don’t 
have the answers – please consider your own opportunities while watching. 

 
SHOW FILM 
AFTER FILM 

• Ready to step in warmly as soon as credits roll: projectionist normally briefed 
to bring lights up at earliest possible/mood-sensitive moment. 

• Repeat enticement/invitation to stay for 10-15mins. Specific shortish time helps 
people commit. Don't wait to start because people are leaving; unless audibility an 
issue. Hopefully after 15 mins the conversation is still going strong, in which case: 
“It feels like there’s energy to keep exploring this for a bit?”. Max usually 25-35 mins. 

 
• To begin (“before we intro guests”): ask people to turn forward or back again 

and share responses/questions/things appreciated… in pairs. 
 

• If energy low and sensitive to tone of film – quick energiser: "if you're willing, 
let's move around a bit to get back to our active selves”). See ideas below. 

 
• Hear 4-5 audience responses (before guests; ideal). 
• If guests - one sentence intro about each – then their responses to film as a 

piece of cinema first; only then their relation to issues. 
(Sign up sheets normally going around the room by this point). 
 

• Take a few audience comments/questions for guests (if time ask 
questioner/audience for their responses too). 

 
• Then ("We are Take One Action") move clearly into open invitation to audience 

to suggest/pledge action, opportunities, offers, celebrations of related change. 
(Celebrate/applaud any pledges or celebrations). Same for guests. 

  
• Plug other events, plus TOA website for online films and opportunities. 
• Warmly thank audience for taking part and for whatever action they are able 

to take.  



Concise hand-held prompt for your event (print / fold) 
 

BEFORE 
1. TOA – film festival, action, Scotland-wide 
2. Collective experience – indulge us 
3. 5 mins now, 15 mins later 
4. Turn and share – why here? (If few, collectively). 
5. Hands/quick responses to link people to the issue 

 
Question 1 _______________________________________________________ 
 
Question 2 _______________________________________________________ 
 
OR 2-3 min topical game 
 
 

6. Intro to film – our context / local inspiration? 
7. Stay after to make a difference 

 
 
 
AFTER 

1. Turn and share - responses/questions/appreciations 
2. 4-5 responses (Response forms going round?) 
3. Intro guests – cinematic appreciation? Then issue/how 

involved.  
4. Audience comments/questions? 
5. Now limit to actions/opps/celebrations! Inc guests. 
6. TOA website / current opportunities 

 
NOTES 
 
 



APPENDICES 
 
The audience journey 
The script in this document is based on Take One Action’s theory of audience 
engagement, which is derived from the popular education assumptions that: 

• the audience are the experts and hold the power 
• we are creating new knowledge 
• this is a cyclical process. 

 
We know that it is useful for audiences to experience various things in roughly a 
consistent order to maximise their openness to take part and make a difference 
beyond the event.  
 
Our Individual Event Planner tool outlines in more detail this journey from “I am 
welcomed” to “I feel hopeful” to “I can do something”, and the steps in between – with 
prompts as to the kind of things you should be paying attention to, even from before 
the audience enters the screening space, to after they leave. 
 
Top tips and things to practice 
How to handle: 
 
Silence / inaction – Film audiences aren’t used to being participants. Before the film 
they may be tired, afterwards they may be too moved to say anything! And we all 
need time to digest. Acknowledge this from the start, but explicitly ask your audiences 
to help you start the conversation. If you are still met with silence, don’t fill the space 
straight away. Say “Whatever you are feeling or thinking it’s your views that matter. So 
I’m not going to say anything else now until I’ve heard from at least 3 people in the 
audience!” Then wait. And wait. Eventually someone will be kind and kick things off! 
But just in case, ask some of your team to sit in the audience and offer a few 
contributions of their own. If you have a panel or speaker, note that asking/taking 
several questions in a row (before you let your speakers answer) can help build 
momentum. 
 
Individuals who don’t stop talking. It’s really important not to lose your audience’s 
attention / energy by letting someone speak for too long. When you open up to 
comments – set the pace – and say “We’re hoping to hear from lots of people, so 
please keep comments/ideas relatively concise!” If you do end up with someone who 
is going on too long, extend an open hand clearly towards them, smile, and 
confidently interrupt: “Thanks for that, I really appreciate the comment/question etc. 
which I think was…” (distill it if necessary, or just leave it). “I’d love to know what other 
people think.” Or, “I’m conscious there are a lot of other people who’d like to respond 
– can I pass what you’ve said on to the rest of the room?” 
 



Anger or contentious comments. Just say “thank you, I really appreciate you sharing 
that.” You don’t need to provide answers, and anger is valid. (Unless a statement is 
obviously offensive to someone in the room, in which case “Please let’s respect each 
other, even if we disagree.”) 
 
Hopelessness – people making statements which shift their responsibility / 
power to change things onto other people, or deny it altogether. “I hear you feel 
frustrated, but is there anything that you can do personally to make any kind of a 
difference on this? ... Maybe other people have ideas?” 
 
 
Topical icebreakers – previous examples 
These ideas Also Google “topic” “classroom game” etc for current ideas.  
 
Inequality: 5 glass jars on stage; 100 chocolate coins; facilitator starts putting coins 
into first jar – explaining it represents lowest earning 20% of population and asks 
audience to raise hands when they think they’ve received their real-life distribution of 
the 100 coins. Stops when here is consensus; moves on to next 20% of earners… 
Finally to the top 20%. Then reveal the real distribution. 
 
Food systems: to each row of e.g. 10 seated people, pass along a bucket containing 
10 items of confectionary of varying “appealingness” – an old potato, a chocolate bar, 
an apple, some Hula Hoops etc. Once everyone has taken one, ask them to look down 
the row. What did other people get. Do they feel cheated? Or blessed? 
 
Campaigning: display on one slide several images which represent different aspects 
of campaigning: direct action, letter writing, marches, community work etc. Ask people 
to choose the method they think we need more of in society and tell their neighbor 
which and why. Take each in turn in plenary and ask for advocates to say why they 
choose it. 
 
International development whispers: give the person at the back right and the 
person at the back left two different pieces of paper giving the most popular answers 
to a question that people in developing countries have been polled on (e.g. “What do 
women in rural Bangladesh say would improve their lives the most? A private place to 
wash”), and give every person in alternate rows directly in front of them a pen and 
paper. Ask the first person to draw the answer on a piece of paper and pass it along 
to the person in front, racing against the other side of the room. The next person will 
interpret the meaning into words, and whisper it to the person in front, who will in 
turn draw it, etc. until an interpretation reaches the front. Introduce the people at the 
front as the heads of government aid programmes. Has the message about what 
people in developing countries really need made it to the front row? Does it matter 
what they think they need? 
 



Energisers 
Asking an audience to energise requires humour, explicit hope that they will “go with you” 
(if they feel comfortable to do so), and a confident lead. (If you are half-hearted about an 
energiser, it won’t energise). If uncertain ask: hands up if you don’t need energizing!?  
 
Stand your ground: If cinema not packed (i.e. space for people to move) – ask people 
to stand up. Read out a strong opinion about the issue at hand (e.g. “overpopulation is 
our biggest problem”) and ask people to stand towards the screen if they strongly 
agree, and towards the back if they strongly disagree, or somewhere meaningful in 
between. Where is the room in general? Hear a few individual responses/nuances.  
 
Yes and No: Ask audience to repeat what you say just using words yes and no. Then 
ask them to say “no” whenever you say “yes and vice versa. Can add other words in to 
make it more complicated. Ask if anyone’s first language is other to English? What is 
their yes and no? Get them to lead in their language.  
 
Circle and cross: Ask the audience to first draw a circle in the air with their right hand 
and then a cross with their left hand. Then ask them to draw them both together! 
There are lots of variations of this game and you can use feet too e.g. draw a circle  
with one foot in the air and try to sign your name with the other! 
 
Two three woof: Ask audience to pair up and count to three so each person says one 
number i.e. first  person says “one” next person says “two” etc. when they get to three 
they start  again at one. Once they have this you can ask them to gradually replace 
each number with a random sound and movement. 
 
 


